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Abstract
In 1991, Kyrgyzstan gained its independence, and started establishing direct links with the world beyond the Soviet frontier. To conduct foreign relations Kyrgyzstan opened its embassies and/or consulates in almost 30 countries. Turkey is one of the key partners for Kyrgyzstan and plays an important role in the country’s foreign relations (Note 1). This article aims to look at the development of Kyrgyzstan-Turkey relations from 1991 till 2012 focusing on the aspects of the political and educational cooperation. Cooperation in the political sphere is studied by looking at official statements at all levels and, participation and collaboration in multilateral structures. As for the educational sphere, the focus is mainly on Turkey’s various initiatives such as Turkish schools and universities, as well as student exchange programs that can be seen as one of the ‘soft power’ tools inevitably promoting Turkish culture and values. The paper shows asymmetric relationship in which Kyrgyzstan seeks to pursue multi-vector policy rendering certain limitations in the relationship. Kyrgyzstan is essentially eager to receive Turkish foreign policy initiatives. Turkish presence in Kyrgyzstan has mostly been confined to spheres of education and economy. This reliance on ‘soft power’ is attributed to the fact that Turkey seems to, at least for now, lack resources and willingness to challenge Russia, China and USA in the competition for political and military influence in Central Asia.
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1. Introduction
For the purpose of placing the relations between the two countries in the framework of a particular theory of foreign policy, it is necessary to define foreign policy. Foreign policy refers to goals that two countries (in this paper Kyrgyzstan and Turkey) seek abroad, the values that underline those goals and the means used to pursue them (Kegley & Wittkopf, 2010-2011). In other words, understanding of Turkey’s goals in Kyrgyzstan, values and means used to achieve those goals will shed light to Turkey’s foreign policy in Kyrgyzstan and vice versa. Looking at relations between the two countries from this perspective will help to understand the so-called directed dyad and the summed dyads (Note 2).

A nation can secure defined goals of national interest by means of foreign policy during the course of its relations with other nations. Therefore foreign policy involves all activities of a nation by which that nation tries to change or maintain/regulate the behavior of other nations and to adjust its own behavior in the international environment (Ghai, 2004, pp. 233-234). In this regard, to understand what constitutes Turkey’s interest in Kyrgyzstan and vice versa is of importance. Modern day literature reveals lack of consensus on that issue. Next, it is vital to understand to what extent relations between Turkey and Kyrgyzstan can be explained by studying national interest and activities of the both states with regard to each other. In this paper activities include official statements, visits, agreements, rhetoric of brotherhood and fraternity, participation and collaboration in multinational frameworks, exchange of experience, aid, investments, and cooperation in the educational sphere.

Perceptions, though being very difficult to study and measure, are of utmost importance as they shape images reflected in bilateral relations. Perceptions may include images that exist among Kyrgyz political elites, Kyrgyz and foreign experts, Turkish and Kyrgyz high officials, intellectuals and other segments of society. I tried to reflect and incorporate in this paper, the perceptions revealed in interviews (both personal and printed), reports,
In this section, the paper aims to briefly discuss the notion of soft power by looking at the concept to understand its role in Turkish foreign policy in particular its educational exchange with Kyrgyzstan. This study is an attempt to contribute to existing literature by looking at the development of Kyrgyzstan-Turkey relations from 1991 to 2012 focusing on various aspects of political and educational cooperation. Cooperation in political sphere is studied by looking at official statements at all levels, interviews, participation and collaboration in multilateral structures. As for educational sphere, the focus of the article is mainly on various initiatives such as Turkish schools and universities, as well as student exchange programs that together with developmental aid can be seen as ‘soft power’ tools that inevitably promote Turkish culture and values.

This study aims to answer the following research questions: Does the concept of soft power adequately explains the Turkish foreign policy in Kyrgyzstan? The methods employed to answer the research question include conducting personal interviews with diplomats, reading numerous books and articles on Turkish foreign policy, soft power and Turkey-Kyrgyzstan relations since 1991 to present. Search for an adequate theoretical framework for the analysis of Kyrgyzstan-Turkey relations occupies a vital place in this study. For this purpose I studied the ‘soft power’ concept in order to understand whether it is helpful in explaining the relative success of Turkish foreign policy in Kyrgyzstan. Secondly, a content analysis of leaders’ and politicians’ public statements at all levels made by both sides (including non-state actors such as Gullen Movement) provide helpful answers to Turkey’s state interests in foreign policy. Third, bilateral and multilateral relations are also analyzed via content analysis by looking at official statements, visits, bilateral and multilateral agreements.

For this study, I used the following sources: official statements, speeches, as well as reports published by respective Ministries of Foreign Affairs of Turkey and Kyrgyzstan; articles, book chapters, books in Turkish, Russian, and English languages; interviews that I conducted with various experts, diplomats as well as secondary data. Apart from that I used internet resources such as official web-pages of Kyrgyz-Turkish universities, local, Turkish and international newspapers and journals.

1.1 Theoretical Framework

In this section, the paper aims to briefly discuss the notion of soft power by looking at the concept to understand whether it helps to explain the Turkish foreign policy in Kyrgyzstan in particular its educational exchange through state and non-state actors. Soft power, as defined by Joseph Nye, has been increasingly discussed in international relations literature. Soft power can be defined as the full range of policy options covering governmental statements, declarations, official propaganda, ideas, “long-term propaganda of community discourse” (Chong, 2007, p. 58), in other words, “ability to attract others so that they want what you want” (Nye, 2004, p. 6).

Scholars defined soft power using a variety of resources: use of information (Armistead, 2004), philanthropy (Jenkins, 2007) or diplomacy (Kurlantzick, 2007), “rhetoric, persuasion, and agenda-setting” (Rothman, 2011). Steven Rothman (2011, p. 50) redefines soft power-hard power dichotomy arguing that potential for using hard power resources to implement soft power and vice versa is important (Note 3). He conceptualizes soft power resting on the availability of resources and the possibility of using those resources to influence the payoffs (preferences) for other states, thereby influencing outcomes (Ibid). This influence may not be from the use of hard power or force but by using other resources such as the media, institutions, educational and cultural exchange. Indeed, for a state to use soft power it must possess sources. It is possible to distinguish international and domestic sources. International sources include: respect for international laws, norms, and institutions; fundamental reliance on multilateralism and disposition against excessive unilateralism; respect for international treaties and alliance commitments; willingness to sacrifice short-run national interests in order to contribute toward the collective good; liberal foreign economic policies. Domestic sources include: culture; pronounced social cohesion; elevated quality of life; freedom; sufficient opportunities; alluring lifestyle; political institutions; democracy; constitutionalism; liberalism/pluralism; a well functioning government; bureaucracy (Gallarotti, 2011, p. 30). Some states may not possess all these sources and use only some of them. A state may also serve as a role model for other states in a variety of ways. For example, symbols of national success can be used; and positive image in the world and within a state where soft power is used are also sources. These can be strengthened by possession of hard power such as strong military forces, well-developed economy, and strong state. Both domestic and international sources of soft power reflect an emphasis on policies and actions that
display an orientation of justice, collective concern, and rules of fair play.

Other resources worth mentioning are framing and rhetoric. There are two types of framing relevant to soft power that may influence outcomes in foreign policy: normative framing and analytical framing. Normative framing consists of identifying an issue at a moral or emotional level, suggesting that attending to the issue is the right thing to do… [It] involves the creation of a causal story, arranging and connecting the causes and consequences uniquely… Normative framing can appear as appealing to morals or to emotions. Moral framing can affect the behavior of a second actor because the frame can affect the context within which actors look at specific issues. Framing a particular choice as morally right or wrong influences the availability of choices to the other actor, given that the other actor adopts this framing (Note 4) (Rothman, 2011, p. 54).

For example, in an interview the current president of Turkey Abdullah Gul noted:

What matters is not to become a world power. What matters is for a country to have its own standards raised to the highest possible point, enabling the state to provide its citizens with prosperity and happiness. And when I say standards, I mean standards such as democracy and human rights. That is the ultimate objective for Turkey. When you raise your standards, your economy becomes much more powerful and you become a real soft power. Once you accumulate all this know-how and once you succeed in raising and realizing your standards, you then start being followed very carefully by other countries; you become an inspiration for them. And once that happens, what matters is to combine your hard and soft power and translate it into virtuous power -- for your immediate environment, for your region, and for the whole world (cited in Tepperman, 2012).

As seen, Turkey’s leadership aspires to inspire other nations by the use of soft power.

As for analytical framing, it refers to establishing an analytical frame in terms of the causes and effects of a problem, the frame can bring some actors into discussion because they become either victims or perpetrators or establish costs and benefits for states (Rothman, 2011, p. 55). States may use variety of mechanisms of soft power influence using their international and domestic resources. Two mechanisms relevant to this paper worth mentioning include norm diffusion and discourse dominance. Norm diffusion presuppose cultural practices, policies, or political ideas that maybe attractive to another nation. These are customs of behavior based on identity given a particular social environment (March & Olsen, 2004). It occurs through the copying of successful policies or the diffusion of common practices of one country by another country. It may provide a normative feeling that the government is doing something right as opposed to doing something that is a moral or ethical wrong. For example, Abdullah Gul suggested a notion of “a virtuous power” that is not ambitious or expansionist in any sense… it is a power where the priority lies with safeguarding the human rights and interests of all human beings in a manner that also entails the provision of aid to those in need without expecting anything in return… a power that knows what’s wrong and what’s right and that is also powerful enough to stand behind what’s right (cited in Tepperman, Ibid).

Norms can become diffused through the state but also via various groups, NGOs, educational institutions, and non-state actors. The diffusion of norms depends on whether a particular norm is successful at achieving an outcome desired by the party who can choose whether to accept or reject such a norm. In international politics, norms compete and states choose policies which they believe are successful for their goals, and if those policies are successful, the policy will become attractive to others seeking similar goals and most likely adopted by them (Rothman, 2011, p. 59). Discourse dominance assumes visual actions, rhetorical actions, protests, and other factors to capture the attention of the media and change the way the world or particular states discourse a particular issue. Strategically, utilizing a rhetoric or creating a new rhetoric and symbols of a particular discourse allows actors to influence the world, regional or particular state politics, through soft power.

Some authors underline the voluntary nature of compliance and non-coercive methods. It is believed that soft power cultivates compliance through a “variety of policies, qualities, and actions that endure to other nations – more indirect and non-coercive methods…Soft power… conditions the target nations to voluntarily do what soft power nations would like them to do; hence, there is far less conflict of interests in the process of soft power” (G. M. Gallarotti, 2011, p. 28). Soft power is called meta-power as power relations themselves are embedded within some greater constellation of social relations that influence those power relations and thereby influence final outcomes that derive from the interactions among actors. The structures of the bargaining boundaries are determined by the processes going on in the greater social relations within which they are embedded (i.e., endogenous rather than exogenous) (Ibid, also see Hall, 1997).

Alan Chong (2007, p. 58) mentions soft power’s three operational features: promoting coherent attractiveness of national community, omnidirectionality of audiences, and the need for consistency and credibility of information
supply that offer spectrum of possibilities of foreign policy outcomes.

Chong (2007, p. 192) believes that soft power can be used by both state and non-state actors. State can use it, along with hard power, by establishing leadership through bounded examples of material, political and cultural success. In this, empirical model to point to is important. Non-state actors can also use soft power if they wish to effect what they perceive as desirable changes in foreign policy (Ibid). Non-state actors may target the state with discourse and with intent of realigning the sense of community embodied by the double boundary of nation and state. Moreover non-state actors may align with the state in use of soft power in such a way that forces favorable to their cause operate successfully.

1.2 Historical Overview of Relations since 1991

The relations between Kyrgyzstan and Turkey started in 1991 when Turkey became the first country to recognize Kyrgyzstan’s independence. Embassies of both countries in the respective capitals had been set in accordance to the protocol signed on 29 January 1992. On 23 December 1991 the Kyrgyz President Askar Akaev made his first official visit to Turkey and signed a number of agreements with his Turkish counterpart (The Embassy of Kyrgyz Republic to Turkey official web-site [EKRT web-site]). It is generally stated that relations between two countries are based on common history, culture, religion and language, and principles of cooperation between two countries include respect for the international law and the national interests of each state as well as norms of equality and friendship (See, for example, the “Agreement on Eternal Friendship and Cooperation” signed in 1997 by the two governments).

The legal basis of the relations was laid out in 1990 by means of bilateral agreements and protocols in the sphere of political, economic, educational, cultural, trade, scientific research and military cooperation. The total number of agreements reached over 1000 in 2012 and this provides a solid legal basis for present and future cooperation (EKRT web-site; the Ministry of Foreign Policy of the Republic of Turkey official web-site). The majority of these agreements had already been implemented.

The direction and content of the relations between the two countries were determined on 24 October 1997 when the governments of Kyrgyzstan and Turkey signed "Eternal Friendship and Cooperation Treaty" and when they announced to the world a joint statement "Kyrgyzstan and Turkey Together to the 21th Century” on 1 July 1999. These two important documents outline in general terms the direction of cooperation between the countries.

From the second half of 1990s, Turkey has once again re-organized its relations with Kyrgyzstan on the basis of mutual benefit based on the principle of equal sovereignty. In this context, while Turkey has revised the agreements in areas of economy, trade, education, science, culture, sports and others, it also signed new strategic partnerships agreements. At the international arena, Turkey stood by Kyrgyzstan’s side and supported Kyrgyzstan’s integration into the Euro-Atlantic institutions.

2. Kyrgyzstan-Turkey Relations: Political Sphere

2.1 Turkey in Kyrgyzstan Foreign Policy: Bilateral Relations

This subchapter aims to answer the following questions: What place does Turkey occupy in Kyrgyzstan’s foreign policy? What national interest does Kyrgyzstan pursue with regard to Turkey?

The cooperation with the Republic of Turkey occupies an important place in Kyrgyz foreign policy. If one looks at a number of official visits, documents signed and mutually supportive statements, the relations seem to develop actively. In recent years, in order to take Kyrgyzstan-Turkey relations to a higher level and establish mutually beneficial cooperation, a number of visits from both sides were organized. Especially, during the last two years (2010-2012) the relations between two countries are seen as reaching its peak (Note 5). After the change of regime in Kyrgyzstan in 2010 causing political instability, the Turkish government considerably supported Kyrgyzstan and provided substantial aid. Turkey also supported Kyrgyz government’s initiative to establish a parliamentary system in the country. In 2010-2011, in the position of the Prime Minister and by the end of 2011 in the position of th President, Almazbek Atambayev is seen as having close ties with Turkey (“Almazbek Atambayev has not only good relations with Turkish authorities but a successful business too”, Kyrgyz News Agency 24. kg; “Speaking very good Turkish, Atambayev noted that it means much from the perspective of showing support for the newly formed Kyrgyz government», Today’s Zaman newspaper, 2 February 2011). This shows that relations between two countries will grow and acquire a new dimension at least during his presidency. For example, President Atambayev’s first official visit on 11-15 January 2012 was to his “second motherland”, Turkey. During this visit, President Atambayev called Turkey a “mother for all Kyrgyz” saying that “Turkey is our Northern Star, and as Turkey grows and develops, it stands as an example for us. It opens the way forward for its brother nations – [Kyrgyzstan]” (Today’s Zaman, newspaper, 2 February 2011).
During his official visit in January 2012 President Atambayev has made a speech in the Grand National Assembly of Turkey. He addressed in Turkish language and the message was positively perceived by the MPs of the Turkish parliament:

In mound Kul Oba in Crimea there is an image found in which two Turk soldiers stand back to back and shoot arrows at enemies. That is the meaning of the word arkadash, the one who protects your back! Ancient Turks always protected the back of each other. So even left alone, they would never give up! It was with this idea the Great Turkic Khaganate was established and existed for 200 years, from 552 to 743 [AC]. This state had collapsed when the brother started shooting in the back of his brother, a Turk shooting at Turk. The Khaganate territory stretched from the borders of the Great Wall of China to the Black Sea. And the Khanate consisted of all Turkic peoples. It was during the Turkic Khaganate the Turks conquered Central Asia and since then remained in, and preserved Central Asia. A proverb says: "If you fire in the past with a hand gun, the future will shoot at you from cannon!". We must remember and cherish our past and then we will have a bright future. History gave us another chance, if not to build the Great Turkic Khaganate, then at least to build a strong brotherhood of Turkic states. However for this it is necessary that not only Turkey, but also the other Turkic republics firmly stand on their feet, becoming economically developed strong states. They try to make us stand on our knees in exchange for loans and finances for Kyrgyzstan. But we, the Turks, will never become slaves. Because for a Turk it was always better to die standing than live on his knees as a slave (President Almazbek Atambayev speech in the Turkish Parliament in Russian, 2012).

Evidently, President Atambayev emphasized the historical bond, links between the two nations and uses the brotherhood rhetoric.

During the January 2012 visit, President Almazbek Atambayev and President Abdullah Gul emphasized the strategic nature of relations between the two countries that gradually progress in a many of spheres. As a result, a number of documents were signed including: “Mutual 20th Jubilee Declaraton on a New Historical Period of Relations between the Kyrgyz Republic and the Turkish Republic” at the presedential level; and – “Plan of Cooperation between the Kyrgyz Republic and the Turkish Republic for 2012-2013” at the level of Ministries of Foreign Affairs (See Presidential web-site in Russian language «Президенты Кыргызстана и Турции подписали юбилейную декларацию о новом историческом этапе отношений между двумя странами», 12.01.2012). Furthermore, the two states exchanged the instruments of the ratification of an agreement on legal assistance. According to Kyrgyz Ambassador in Ankara, Ermek Ibragimov, these documents will provide the basis for the relations between the two countries for the next 10 years (Ibid). Also, many Kyrgyz experts note that these documents took the bilateral relations to a higher level.

As was mentioned above, especially from the beginning of Almazbek Atambayev’s presidential term, the mutual diplomatic rhetoric certainly gives an impression of very close relations between the two countries. In one interview, President Atambayev reiterated importance of Turkey as a partner in the time of hardships: “Our relations with Turkey will be different than they were in the past; they will improve. I am expecting a lot of changes [in the relations between the countries] this year. Turkey gave us a $21 million loan last year. In addition, Turkey has also wiped out a $52 million debt. No other country has done so much to help us” (See Today’s Zaman, 15 January 2012). President Atambayev last visited Turkey on 1 October 2012. Apparently President Atambayev was in Ankara to attend a congress of Turkey's ruling Justice and Development (AK) Party. (“Turkish president meets Kyrgyz counterpart", Easttime Info Agency, October 1, 2012)

One of the mechanisms of political dialogue is taking place within the framework of mutual visits at the level of foreign ministers. Taking into account the current situation, global developments and important trends, such negotiations cover a wide range of topics and reflect on Kyrgyzstan-Turkey cooperation. The mutual dynamics of cooperation and content of political dialogue between the two countries are taking place at the governmental and parliamentary levels of the countries. An important element of the bilateral relations is the cooperation at inter-parliamentary level. For example, the “Parliamentary Group for Cooperation between Kyrgyzstan and Turkey” was established in the Turkish parliament. Accordingly the “Parliamentary Group of Friendship for Cooperation between Kyrgyz Republic and Republic of Turkey” was established in the Kyrgyz parliament. (The speech of the Ambassador of Turkey to Kyrgyz Republic (in Turkish language), 27 March, 2012). Mutual visits at this level take place regularly. For example, on 25-27 September 2011, the Speaker of the Kyrgyz Parliament Ahmatbek Keldibekov paid official visit to Turkey, and as a result “The Memorandum of Cooperation between the Turkish Parliament and the Jogorku Kenesh of Kyrgyz Republic” was signed (See Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Dişişleri Bakanlığı, “Türkiye - Kırızistan Siyasi İlişkileri" [The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Turkey, “Turkey-Kyrgyzstan Political Relations'']). These visits play an important role for the bilateral cooperation.
Together with the cooperation within the international regional organizations, they help to determine certain lines of cooperation. In this sense, the political and diplomatic activities, the government working programs at the international platforms, mutual official visits as well as documents signed as a result of these visits play an important role.

2.2 Cooperation within Framework of Multinational Structures

On the international arena, the political and diplomatic cooperation between Kyrgyzstan and Turkey takes place at multiple levels such as OSCE, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA), and Turkic Speaking States summit, where the leaders of both countries have the opportunity to cooperate on the various topics. One of the frameworks for cooperation takes place within the relatively recently established Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States (CCTS) (Note 6). Sometimes seen as an attempt to integrate Turkic states into a possible Commonwealth of Turkic Nations, the organization in fact is the result of increasing contacts among leaders of Turkic speaking countries and is used as a framework for expansion of bilateral and multilateral ties between its members. Each member may want other members to provide support on a particular issue. For example, Azerbaijan stresses the importance of the fact that Turkic states share the same stance within international organizations and support Azerbaijan’s territorial integrity (See “An international conference on the parliamentary democracy in the development process of interstate relations.” available at http://www.turk-pa.org/news.php?id=193&lang=en).

Interestingly, CCTS also functions as an umbrella organization for existing cooperation mechanisms such as the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic Speaking Countries (TURKPA), the International Organization of Turkic Culture (TURKSOY) and Turkic Business Council. Therefore both Kyrgyzstan and Turkey develop their relations in various spheres within the frameworks of these mechanisms of cooperation. Political cooperation also takes place within the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic Speaking Countries (TURKPA), whose goal is “to strengthen relations between the Turkic-speaking countries and support Turkic-speaking countries in international organizations, as well as to help them share their experiences in legislative processes” (See “Press conference on annual activities of TURKPA”, 17.04.2012). The cultural cooperation continues via the operation of TURKSOY, and the strengthening of business is pushed within the activities of Turkic Business Council.

CCTS has the following goals: Strengthening of the mutual confidence among the Parties; maintaining peace in the region and beyond; promoting the common positions on foreign policy issues; coordinating actions to combat international terrorism, separatism, extremism and trans-border crimes; promoting an effective regional and bilateral cooperation in all areas of the common interest; creating favorable conditions for trade and investment; aiming for a comprehensive and balanced economic growth, social and cultural development; discussing questions of ensuring the rule of law, good governance and protection of human rights; expanding interaction in the fields of science, technology, education and culture; encouraging interaction of the mass media and wider communication; promoting the exchange of legal information and enhancing legal cooperation (CCTS official web-page at http://www.turkkon.org/eng/icerik.php?no=31).

Even if these declared goals are not realized at present as member-states hold different views on certain issues, the CCTS offers opportunities for dialogue through regular meetings at different levels, including levels of the heads of states, ministers, senior officials. These meetings and summits bear potential for cooperation in a number of spheres as well as an opportunity to elaborate a common position on certain issues. At these conferences Kyrgyz representatives keep on reiterating the positive nature of cooperation in such frameworks. For example, at the I Plenary Session of TURKPA, Aitybai Tagayev, the former Speaker of Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic, stated:

Assembling the parliaments of fraternal countries with the same historical roots, common culture and language, TurkPA makes an important step towards the establishment of the significant international organization. Therefore, we have no doubt that this Assembly will become one of the important organizations. The world economic crisis has shown itself everywhere, as well as in our country. In my opinion the maintenance of trade and economic relations of TurkPA member countries is one of the important matters. In short, we have to unite our efforts and take joint actions in order to solve these issues. Rational use of economic facilities of the Turkic-speaking countries is very important for the purpose of developing cooperation in the spheres of trade, economy and investment. The future achievements of the Assembly will be an example not only for the world but also for our people. The multilateral relations in the cooperation are very important for the strengthening of mutual bilateral relations. The investigation of applying the interstate mutual decisions of the Turkic-speaking countries and acquisition of statistical information should always be under the control of TURKPA General
So-called “central powers”. Turkey should not be content with a regional role in the Balkans or the Middle East, “strategic depth” due to its history and geographic position, and it is among a small group of countries with important of which is his book “Strategic Depth” (2000). According to this doctrine, Turkey possesses a level Turkish officials, Kyrgyzstan is an important country located at the most strategic place in Central Asia. As was often mentioned by Turkish President Abdullah Gul, Prime-Minister Reccep Erdogan, and the high leadership is more limited and would be contested by powerful rivals such as Russia. However since mid-2000 Turkey attempted to play a more active regional and global role with particular emphasis on helping to promote cross-cultural dialogue and performing a mediating role in major regional and international conflicts (Öniş, 2010).

At the official and formal levels, Turkey sees Kyrgyzstan as a friendly state and an important partner in Central Asia. As was often mentioned by Turkish President Abdullah Gul, Prime-Minister Reccep Erdogan, and the high level Turkish officials, Kyrgyzstan is an important country located at the most strategic place in Central Asia. The Turkey’s position can be seen in the speech of Cemil Cicek (2012), the speaker of Turkish Parliament:

> Our country has strong bonds with Kyrgyzstan and it is our earnest desire that Kyrgyzstan maintain its independence and stability. The Turkish-Kyrgyz ties cannot be seen as merely relations between two states. Rather, we are people who are the branches of the same tree. Our ties are of those between two brothers. Our relations are not guided by interests, but by camaraderie, fraternity and friendship. We look in the same direction and nurture the same feelings. Improving these fraternity-based ties in every field will be of benefit to both of our nations.

It must be noted that the two largest rival political parties in Turkey maintain similar positions on Turkey’s relations with Central Asian states and emphasize a need for stronger ties with them, particularly with Kyrgyzstan. The position of Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) is well-known for their goals of greater relations and stronger ties with Kyrgyzstan. As for the Republican People’s Party (CHP), their foreign policy stance is that Turkey must strengthen relations with Central Asian states in all spheres. (See Program of the Turkey’s Republican people Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi Programı). Çağdaş Türkiye için Değişim.) CHP is against a loss of sovereignty of the Turkic republics that gained independence after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. However, the means of deepening of the relations may be seen differently (Note 8).

The Turkish foreign policy under the AKP administration has been associated with the name of Ahmet Davutoğlu who was the chief foreign policy advisor for the Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan before he was appointed foreign minister in 2009. Davutoğlu outlined his foreign policy doctrine in several writings, the most important of which is his book “Strategic Depth” (2000). According to this doctrine, Turkey possesses a “strategic depth” due to its history and geographic position, and it is among a small group of countries with so-called “central powers”. Turkey should not be content with a regional role in the Balkans or the Middle East,
because it is not a regional but a central power. Hence, it should aspire to play a leading role in several regions, including Central Asia, which could award it global strategic significance (Grigoriadis, 2012, p. 4) Therefore, Turkey should develop a proactive policy commensurate to its historic and geographic depth, which is amplified by its Ottoman legacy. To achieve that aim, Turkey should capitalise on its soft power potential. This is based on its historic and cultural links with all the regions which it belongs to, as well as its democratic institutions and thriving market economy. Turkey needs to put aside its militaristic image underpinned by history of military tutelage over society. Instead, it should promote conflict resolution and regional economic cooperation (Ibid).

As it was proclaimed by Ahmet Davutoğlu (2012), the current Minister of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Turkey: “Turkey’s reintegration with its neighbors is asset for its foreign policy in this turbulent era... One strength of our foreign policy is the “ongoing reintegration with neighbors as well as reconnecting with the people ....with whom we share a common history.” Kyrgyzstan is seen as a nation with which Turkey shares a common history. Therefore the Strategic Depth doctrine explains Turkey as a power that aims to continue increasing its influence in Central Asia and Kyrgyzstan. Among Turkey’s goals there can be seen an attempt to regain, strengthen and exercise influence over the Turkic republics of Central Asia, including Kyrgyzstan.

However, Weitz (2011) observes that the views concerning the future political developments in Central Asia that shape foreign relations with Turkey differ among Turkish government officials and analysts. One group sees Central Asia as “the last bastion of one-party authoritarian rule and consider the prospects for its near-term democratization to be high. This group welcomes a phenomenon like the Arab Spring in the region since they consider the absence of functioning democracies in most Central Asian countries a significant problem for Turkish entities” (Ibid). The reason is that “since a single individual or group determines all major policies in a dictatorship, authoritarian governments are prone to making radical changes in policy overnight” (Ibid). In addition, with authoritarian regimes, access to information and legal arbitrariness present major obstacles to domestic and foreign entrepreneurs seeking to run profitable businesses. This view partly explains why this group welcomed the regime change and democratization in Kyrgyzstan in 2010.

But another group of Turkish officials consider the prospects for Central Asia’s near-term democratization to be low. In the view of these Turkish analysts and officials, another constraint on political change in Central Asia is the geographic isolation of these states from other democratic countries as well as their history of authoritarian rule. They argue that Central Asia’s democratization would entail a lengthy process requiring the further political and economic evolution of these countries. Conversely, this second group of Turkish officials fear that efforts to rush Central Asia’s democratization could easily backfire leading their rulers to adopt even more repressive domestic policies.

Weitz (2011) believes that despite their differences, both groups of Turkish officials maintain that their country could play at best a modest role in Central Asia. Neither considers Turkey sufficiently powerful to compete with Russia or USA directly for the regional influence. Turkish officials recognize Russia’s political, military, and economic primacy in Central Asia. They also view China as a growing economic power in the region. These officials see Turkey’s role in Central Asia mainly in cultural terms, encouraging the Turkic peoples to learn Turkish and acknowledge their historical affinity with the commonwealth of Turkish nations. They also want Turkish businesses to trade and invest in the region. In practice, the few Turkish companies having a major presence in Central Asia concentrate their activities in certain economic sectors such as construction.

To sum up, Kyrgyzstan does not occupy the first place in Turkish foreign policy, comparing to European Union, Middle East, and the USA. Therefore the relations with Kyrgyzstan are sometimes described as “romantic.” (Author: Interview with a faculty member of Kyrgyzstan-Turkey Manas University. 23.10.2012, Bishkek). It implies that even though Turkey keeps on investing, providing assistance, and spending on various projects such as Kyrgyzstan-Turkey Manas University, the output or effect of all these initiatives are rather vague. Turkey's image in the country, among both political elites and other segments of society, Turkey's influence on regional politics, on Kyrgyzstan’s foreign policy, and others is yet to be carefully assessed. The answers to these questions may affect the manner in which Turkey would build its relations with Kyrgyzstan in the future. Undoubtedly Turkey-Kyrgyzstan relations will continue but the costs of further deepening of influence may change Turkey’s strategy toward Kyrgyzstan.

As for Kyrgyzstan, as a country in need (need of not only financial resources, but also Turkey’s experience in many spheres, including business, state-building, banking, education system, and many others.), it will maintain friendly relations with Turkey. However, Kyrgyzstan’s leadership also needs to change the way it sees Turkey by focusing on mutually beneficial cooperation (not only “receiving part” with high expectations), that would promote national interest.
3. Cooperation in the Sphere of Education

As was already mentioned, Turkey’s active involvement in educational sphere of Central Asian states can be seen as a result of redefinition of Turkey’s foreign policy in early 1990s. This redefinition included the highlighting of Turkey's common ethnic bonds with the Turkic republics of the former Soviet Union. Turkey emphasized common history and traditions, attempted to create a common alphabet, and went further to create and reorganize certain existing institutions that worked to highlight this ethnic commonality. The educational ties established with Kyrgyzstan were an important part of this cultural reorientation policy pursued by Turkey. Turkey's initiatives to promote cultural cooperation, Turkish language, Turkish schools and universities, occurred at two levels, state and non-state. The focus of this subchapter is to analyze these initiatives as well as student exchange programs.

It is well known that education is one of the important tools for the purpose of protection of cultural values. Educational exchange can also be seen as a tool of “soft power”, when one country (or international actor) gets other countries to want what it wants (Nye, 1990, p. 166). It allows a nation that uses soft power to get what it wants indirectly. As Joseph Nye (2004) notes, “a country may obtain the outcomes it wants in world politics because other countries – admiring its values, emulating its example, aspiring to its level of prosperity and openness – want to follow it.” Educational exchange can be seen as foreign policy tool as well. Educating Kyrgyzstan’s youth had two very important goals. First, educating today’s students contributes to the creation of the elites of tomorrow who later would be in charge of the transformation in their country (quoted in Yanik, 2004). Secondly, the goal was to create a stratum of people who would be well versed in Turkish culture and language, who then would act as a bridge between their countries and Turkey. The students coming out of this educational experience were expected to bear the ‘Turkic identity’ that the Turkish elites thought was in the making since the Turkic republics gained their independence in 1991. Turkish officials were quick to realize the importance of education as a powerful mechanism of identity creation and social change (Yanik, 2004, p. 294).

Therefore Turkey established public and private educational ties with Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan-Turkey relations in the educational sphere are at two levels: at an official level with state initiatives and activities, and a civil society level. Indeed, since Kyrgyzstan’s independence Turkey has been actively involved in the educational sphere. Betwee 1992 and 2012 more than 100 agreements and protocols of cooperation in the sphere of education, science and culture were signed between the two states. On the basis of these agreements, the common project “Big Student Project” (Büyük Öğrenci Projesi) was launched in 1992 marking the beginning of the cooperation in the sphere of education. Within the framework of inter-governmental agreement of student exchange, 2000 students from Kyrgyzstan pursue education in Turkey’s universities at present (Embassy of Republic of Turkey in the Kyrgyz Republic). They study under the scholarship scheme. Accordingly, more than 1000 Turkish students study in the Kyrgyz universities (Author Interview with Deputy Chief of Mission, Mr. Seyfullah Sahin, 25.04.2012, Embassy of Republic of Turkey, Bishkek).

On 30 September 1995, the governments of Republic of Turkey and Kyrgyz Republic signed the agreement on establishment of Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University that was followed by approval of the competent authorities of both countries. Manas University plays an important role in strengthening of the relations between the two countries in the educational sphere. For example, during his official visit in February 2011 to Kyrgyzstan, Prime-Minister R.T. Erdogan noted that Turkish state investments into Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University reached US$ 150 million. The mission of the university states: “Aiming that the individuals from all over the world, primarily from the Turkic Republics and Turkic Nations, learn together and create a common understanding, and therefore to contribute to the world’s science primarily to the Turkish Civilization, training up individuals who are competent in their subject and self-confident, who are equipped with universal values, moral principles and with the knowledge of being Turk in the frame of our common culture, and who are aware of their social responsibilities, are contemporary and who may be internationally employed.” (See Manas University official web-site: http://www.manas.kg/index.php/en/niversity/our-mission). At present, almost 5000 students study in Manas University. The university is a quite prestigious educational institution in Kyrgyzstan that provides education free-of-charge on merit-basis and has excellent educational facilities. It is the only university that has a large campus.

Horizontal links of cooperation have emerged among the largest universities of the two countries. For example, exchange of information, training of faculty members as well as exchange of experience of scientific research is on the way. One of long-term inter-university collaboration exists between Ankara University and Bishkek Humanitarian University; Osh State University and Marmara University etc. (“Diplomatic Relations between Kyrgyzstan and Turkey are 20 years”, Embassy of Kyrgyz Republic in Turkey, 02.02.2011).
The so-called civil-society initiatives come from non-state actors such as various foundations, especially ones known to have ties to the Nurcu community of Fethullah Gülen. Fethullah Gülen movement (Note 9) in Kyrgyzstan is represented by Sebat International Education Institute (Sebat), the founder of the Kyrgyz Turkish Schools (Keles, 2009). It is a non-governmental organization established in the Kyrgyzstan in 1991. Since February 1992, Sebat has opened 15 high schools, 4 university dormitories, the International Ataturk Alatoo University, the International Silk Road School, and the Secom Center for language and computer studies. Till today, US$ 60 million has been invested in education by Sebat. Sebat Institute explains its presence as follows:

Central Asian countries gained their independence in 1991, and a transition period has started not only in political life but in social, cultural and economic lives as well. As a result of this transition, people needed to re-identify their values. Their values were defined under the Soviet System and the result was not so successful. Additionally, there is disunity with Turkic-Islamic values. Kyrgyz Turkish Schools were opened by Turkish entrepreneurs at that time, and local people met with people who possessed a similar set of values. This closeness resulted in many high schools and universities being established in the region (Ibid, Emphasis added).

These educational institutions enjoy popularity due to high quality of education, absence of corruption, discipline and good facilities such as dorms, libraries, teaching faculty and staff. Though schools are private they are popular among Kyrgyz people and many families prefer Turkish schools to Kyrgyz schools. The success of “Sebat” is explained as follows:

The quality of the education together with positive attitudes of teachers toward the students and parents make these schools very successful. The students learn to speak four languages (English, Russian, Turkish and their local language) as well as computer skills and receive many awards from local and international scientific competitions. These activities improve the quality of their education (Ibid).

In general, it can be said that Turkey with its educational standards, provided Kyrgyzstan with good example and considerable support in times when previous Soviet system of education was almost destroyed, and quality of education deteriorated while Western education was not affordable to many.

Furthermore the atmosphere of multi-ethnic, multi-national environment that exists in these educational institutions helps the people of two countries to get to know each other better, learn common historical, cultural heritage and values of the two fraternal states. They also provide opportunities to study languages of the two states, enriching their experience, learning literature, way of life and way of thinking of the two nations. Therefore regardless of its inevitable spread of culture, values and practices, Turkey’s involvement in the educational sphere of Kyrgyzstan can be seen as rather positive.

It is argued that the followers of Fethullah Gülen play important unofficial role in promoting Turkish interests in Kyrgyzstan underpinned by the philosophy “based on synthesis of Turko-Ottoman nationalism rather than Islam” (Larrabee, 2003, p. 124). They play a major role in transmitting Turkish cultural values in Kyrgyzstan and it is believed that their influence maybe even greater than that of official Turkish policy (Ibid).

4. Conclusion

Turkey is attempting to expand its influence in Central Asia and in Kyrgyzstan but has limited success due to reasons of both domestic and international nature. One of domestic reasons is that “Turkish Model” with emphasis on democracy, rule of law, and market economy had found little enthusiasm at least in 1990s and 2000s as Kyrgyzstan was ruled by authoritarian leaders interested in maintaining personal power. At present with Kyrgyzstan moving toward parliamentary system (since 2011) Turkey has re-emerged as a model state in which this system worked more or less successfully for 80 years. However, another domestic reason is that there was and continues to exist a fear on the part of Central Asian and Kyrgyzstan’s elites that is Pan-Turkism. Officially, Turkey has eschewed any effort to promote Pan-Turkism. Indeed non-state groups advocated cultural union encompassing the Turkiic states of Central Asia and the Caucasus (Larrabee, 2003, p. 123). Perhaps the Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States is seen by some as old idea in a new form. International constrains include lack of resources and probably willingness to challenge Russia, China and USA in the competition for political and military influence in Central Asia.

If to assume that foreign policy is direct outgrowth of domestic politics, to be precise domestic needs then such perspective may be useful to understand Kyrgyzstan leadership’s stance toward relations with Turkey. Kyrgyzstan sees Turkey as a country that can be helpful to solve Kyrgyzstan’s domestic problems. This perspective helps to understand Atambaev’s speeches as well as his goal of securing long-term relations and long-term cooperation as there is a clear link between the state’s domestic situation and state’s foreign policy.
behavior. Therefore there is rather asymmetric relationship in which Kyrgyzstan seeks to pursue multi-vector policy so there are limits on the relationship. Kyrgyzstan is essentially eager to receive Turkish foreign policy initiatives.

As it is often reiterated by Turkish leaders, for Turkey, Kyrgyzstan is important state in Central Asia with which it will maintain friendly relations in future. On the high (official) level the relations have acquired dynamism, through multiple visits, statements, fraternity rhetoric, state developmental aid (Note 10) (TIKA, grants), there is another level of relations that takes place through civil society involvement in foreign policy initiatives (non-state actors such as Sebat Institutes (sphere of education)), small and medium entrepreneurs, Turkish capital in economy of Kyrgyzstan and joint business initiatives. It seems that both state and non-state actors follow the same direction. The involvement of the Nurcu community as a non-state actor in this educational exchange indicates a degree of delegation in the process of creating a collective Turkic identity. Civil society involvement in foreign policy initiatives becomes increasingly important.

The concept of soft power is at least partly explanatory as it is both observable in Turkey’s educational and cultural exchange policy and understandable as Turkey lacks and perhaps is unwilling to spend resources to use hard power in its foreign policy towards Central Asia. Use of soft power though statements, declarations, rhetoric of fraternity, brotherhood, ideas seems to be both cheaper and effective in the long term. However it should be mentioned that even the use of soft power presupposes expenditures such as educational exchange. Turkey is being perceived as a friendly state, a reliable partner, developed country with Muslim population and democratic system from which Kyrgyzstan should learn. The normative framing and rhetoric seems especially explanatory as it can be deduced from the Abdullah Gul’s statement in which Turkey is portrayed as inspiration to others as a country that is doing right. As a “virtuous power”, moreover the norm diffusion is also a part of soft power mechanism that is observable in Turkey’s foreign policy toward Central Asia, and Kyrgyzstan particularly. The norms are diffused by both state and non-state actors. Turkish educational institutions openly state the aim of creating or re-creating the identity of new generation of Kyrgyz in their missions, Turkish schools and universities, as well as student exchange programs can be seen as one of ‘soft power’ tools inevitably promoting Turkish culture and values. Here constructivist theory seems useful to explain how constructed identities, shared knowledge and norms can generate source of action, including foreign policy initiatives. For constructivists, actors’ abilities to persuade others through debate, discourse about values to accept their ideas, and acquire new understanding is central. From this perspective, Turkey attempts to create a culture of shared understandings through their cultural foreign policy initiatives.

This reliance on ‘soft power’ is attributed to the fact that Turkey seems to, at least for now, lack resources and willingness to challenge other big powers in the competition for political and military influence in Central Asia. Turkey’s active involvement in educational sphere can be seen as a positive process for Kyrgyzstan (aid, good quality of education, new approaches, and absence of corruption, discipline and good facilities such as dorms, libraries, teaching faculty and staff). Moreover, it can be added that Turkish language helps many young Kyrgyz students to get jobs either in Turkey, in Russia (construction sector) or in Turkish companies around the world as well as in Kyrgyzstan. Since 1991, the number of students graduated from Turkish universities became high, and these students return to Kyrgyzstan bearing culture, values, attitudes acquired during their studies. This effect of exchange programs is yet to be assessed but undoubtedly there is a “new generation” whose world views are formed in this process. For Turkey, all these educational ties, both public and private, can be regarded as a long-term investment. The success of this investment will only be determined in the coming decades. Due to the initiatives in the educational sphere Turkey acquired a positive image in Kyrgyzstan. Turkey’s initiatives and investments in education together with developmental aid can be seen as “soft power” initiatives.

What soft power concept fails to explain is whether all Turkey’s initiatives in Kyrgyzstan eventually will result in Kyrgyzstan wanting what Turkey wants in regional and international arena. If to assume that eventually Turkey will get other countries (in this paper Kyrgyzstan) to want what it wants thorough the use of soft power, obtaining the outcomes it wants in world politics because other countries – admiring its values, emulating its example, aspiring to its level of prosperity and openness – want to follow it, then the question is how it is to be measured, observed, and proved. Will it be seen in the creation or re-creation of pro-Turkey future elites that share same values as the Turkey’s elites, or citizens in general is to be looked at because finally elites are those who influence decision-making or have chance to become the leader of the state. In other words the question remains unanswered that even if soft power initiatives will be successful in the long-run, how should it be determined, and concluded that it is a result of soft-power policies and not of some other factor.
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Notes


Note 2. Directed dyad is a perception of foreign policy in which the actor’s foreign policy refers to specific goals with respect to another actor. Summed dyads is the dyadic relationships between various actors that is based upon their foreign policies and toward each other and the acts that are a result of those relationships. (Kegley & Wittkopf, p.14)

Note 3. Giulio M. Gallarotti also underlines this point. (Giulio M. Gallarotti, p.33)

Note 4. For example, in the case of moral framing, one might suggest that preventing child labor in the world is the right thing to do because children are often unable to defend or speak for themselves in opposition to authority. A change in analytical framing occurred after failed states became an important cause of the creation of terrorist groups, whereas previously most failed states were ignored because of their lack of effects on more powerful states. (Rothman, 2011, p.54)

Note 5. At least looking at a number of official visits between heads of states.

Note 6. CCTS is an international organization comprising Turkic countries. It was founded on 3 October 2009 in Nakhchivan as an international intergovernmental organization, with the overarching aim of promoting comprehensive cooperation among Turkic Speaking States. The General Secretariat is in Istanbul, Turkey. The member countries are Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey. The remaining two Turkic states, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are not currently official members of the council due to their neutral stance. However they are possible future members of the council. The idea of setting up this cooperative council was first put forward by Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev back in 2006. (See CCTS official web-page at http://www.turkkon.org/eng/icerik.php?no=31)

Note 7. Both the United States and Russia saw Turkey as a secular state model comparing to Iran’s model (non-secular) with its possible spreading ideology and influence in the region.

Note 8. For example, CHP was against increase of a number of Kyrgyz students studying in Turkey on the basis of scholarship. Also CHP was against the increase of the scholarships and students’ monthly stipend. (Interview with official working in the Ministry of Education of Turkey. 03.05.2012, Ankara, Turkey)
Note 9. Gulen's followers have built over 1,000 schools around the world. In the United States, his movement has 20,000 students in 130 charter schools. In Turkey Gulen's schools are considered among the best: expensive modern facilities, equal gender treatment and English taught from the first grade.

Note 10. Since April 2011 Turkey provided 30 million USD grant for maintenance of economy of Kyrgyzstan. Besides 51 million USD debt was written off. In June 2012 the bilateral agreement was signed according to which Turkey provides Kyrgyzstan credit 100 million USD for 20 years, and grace period is 7 years. (See 24.kg newspaper, available at http://www.24.kg/parlament/140428-olga-lavrova-kyrgyzstan-v-tekushhem-godu-poluchit.html).
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